
By testing and analyzing products right here in the Eastern USA, the 

team behind ReGenAg Seed has developed this lineup of Spring 

Cereal Grains that are sure to meet or exceed your expectations. 
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ReGenAg Haymaker Oats
- Very unique true forage oat
- Very high forage yields with excellent quality when cut at boot stage
- Excellent nurse crop with adjusted seeding rate
- Very wide, very long leaves with an extremely high leaf-to-stem ratio
- Great disease package
- Adaptable to many geographies

Seeding Rates: 80-100 LBS / acre alone.  50 to 60 LBS / acre as a nurse crop. 
30-60 LBS / acre as a cover crop.
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Spring Oats VNS

-  Economical dual-purpose option
-  Ideally used as a nurse crop for new seedlings, or as an emergency forage.

-  Only proven varieties used

Seeding Rates: 
100 - 140 LBS / acre alone.  
60 - 70 LBS / acre as a nurse crop.
50-80 LBS / acres as a cover crop

Unique broad leaf for significantly more 
foliage for fodder

Elevator Spring Triticale
- Selected for yield and high quality forage
- Excellent disease resistance
- Great companion with Spring Peas
- Ideal for silage, graing, or hay production
- Best feed vallue at late boot stage
- Great for dairy waste management; consumes up to 250 units of N
- If elevator does not go through a winter, it will not vernalize and go into  
 reproductive stage, leaving the plant vegetative until winter. This allows for  
 better green chop. 

Seeding Rates:  80 - 100 LBS / acre alone.  40 - 60 LBS in mixtures. 



Robust Spring Barley

-  6-row malting barley with plump yellow kernels

-  Medium -tall, providing clean, strong straw

-  Very good test weight

-  Proven performer

- Very high protein levels

- Primarily used for feed and malting barley

- Great cover crop option

- Good disease package; resistant to stem rust and spot blotch

Seeding Rate: 100 LBS / acre drilled
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If you’re ever in our area . . . 

Pine Creek Seed Farm is not a tourist stop 

by a long shot. But if you are a dealer or 

distributor in the seed trade, we’ll be happy 

to schedule your visit to have a look around 

our facilities and fields. Please be sure to call 

ahead for an appointment.  Thank you. 


